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To all, whon it nay concern.
Be it known that I, GEORGE H. DIMOND, of
Bridgeport, county of Fairfield, State of Com
necticut, have invented an Improvement in
Sewing-Machines, of which the following de
scription, in connection with the accompany
ing drawings, is a specification, like letters on
the drawings representing like parts.
This invention has especial reference to a
novel thread-clamp or gripping device, it be
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the take-up lever D to take up the needle
thread properly in the formation of a stitch,
substantially as in application No. 101,735,
filed July 24, 1883.
I prefer to use a take-up substantially such 55
as described in the said application, as the
same is capable of adjustment when neces
sary, irrespective of the needle- operating
mechanism; but I do not herein lay claim to
6:
such take-up mechanism by itself.
ing independent of the usual tension device, The meedle-thread a, taken from the spool
which latter is constant in its operation, the a', is passed forward about the usual thread
said clamp operating in connection with a check, a, and then around a tension-pulley,
take-up to clamp and hold the needle-thread a', both common to the said Wheeler & Wilson
positively from substantially the time that the machine; but herein the said thread-check and 65
take-up lever commences to draw up the loop pulley are placed on the overhanging arm. A
of needle-thread cast off by the hook, the said near the path of movement of the needle-bar
clamp holding the said thread until the loop B', instead of upon the said arm near the
of the stitch just being made is drawn into middle of its length, as heretofore, such change
the goods and finished, the clamp, however, of position enabling me to do away with the long
being released from the needle-thread just bight of thread between the said tension-pull
before the take-up lever completes its upward ley and the needle b. From this tension-pull
movement, thus enabling the take-up lever, ley a' (always subjected to friction, but which
at the termination of its upward movement, may be more or less, according to the press
to draw thread from the tension device for the ure put upon the spring b” by the nut b) the 75
next stitch.
needle-thread is led to the clamp or gripping
Figure 1 represents in side elevation a device c, thence to and through the eye 2 of
Wheeler & Wilson No. 10 sewing-machine, the take-up lever D, and to and through the
which I have selected upon which to illustrate eye of the needle b.
my invention, parts thereof being broken The thread clamp or gripping device c, as
away. Fig. 2 is a partial view of the oppo herein shown, is composed of a disk, 12, and
site side of the said machine. Fig. 3 is a par a rest, 13, back of it, the disk being placed
tial front elevation thereof; and Fig. 4 a de on a pin, 14, attached to the arm A', and placed
tail of the slide-spindle which holds the full between the said arm and the lever d, the lat
crum-pin of the lever of the thread-clamp. ter having its fulcrum at d, and provided at
The bed-plate A, overhanging arm A', main its lower end with a hole to pass over the pin
rotating shaft A', rotating hook A, needle 14, so that the said lever may act upon the
bar rock-shaft B, needle-bar B, presser-foot disk 12 of the clamp or gripping device, and
lifting lever B, and the means for connecting cause the thread between the disk 12 and the
and operating the said parts are all as com rest 13 to be held. The upper end of the le 90
mon in the Wheeler & Wilson sewing-machine ver d is preferably provided with an adjusta
style No. 10.
ble shoe, d", and operated upon by a roller, e.
The take-up lever D, arranged at the front or it might be a projection, deriving its mo
of the machine and connected with a rock tion from an arm, 3, of the needle-bar-actuat
shaft, D', substantially parallel with the rock ing rock-shaft B.
95
shaft B, is adjustably attached to a connect The fulcrum d of the lever d is arranged
ing-rod, D', having a roller-stud, which is in ears of a horizontally-sliding spindle, d,
made to enter a groove in a cam-hub, E, at provided with a screw-thread and extended
tached to the main shaft A, the said can os through a spiral spring, d, in a chamber of
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cillating the shaft D'at suitable times to cause an ear or projection of the frame-work, the
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said spindle next the said spring being pro ping device, and the tension-wheel a are all
vided with an adjusting-nut, e.
arranged quite near the path of movement of
The end 4 of the spindle dis beveled, (see the needle-bar, thus enabling the quantity of
Fig. 4) to be acted upon by an inclined sur needle-thread between the tension-wheel and 65
5 face made in an arm, f, having its fulcrum at eye of the needle to be materially shortened,
f', and adapted to be acted upon by the usual and enabling those evils which flow from elas
presser-foot-lifting lever B", when the said le ticity of the needle-thread commonly experi
ver has been moved into the dotted-line posi enced when the thread between the tension
tion, Fig. 2, to fully lift the presser-bar P, wheel and eye of the needle is unnecessarily 7O
no (partially shown in only Fig. 3 of the draw long to be entirely overcome.
ings,) for removal of the work or other pur I am aware that a rotating tension-wheel
pose. The presser-bar (but partially shown). has been acted upon by a brake and prevented
will be just the same as in the usual Wheeler from rotation, thus limiting the amount of
& Wilson machine.
thread which may be drawn off by a take-up 75
I5 When the lever B' is lifted, as shown in lever.
dotted lines, Fig. 2, it will raise the armf, I claim
and the latter will act upon the spindle d' and 1. In a sewing-machine, the tension device.
force it toward the operator or to the right, a' and take-up D, combined with a thread
viewing Fig. 3, and the fulcrum d' of the lever gripping device, c, arranged between the ten- 8o
2O d will be moved in that direction far enough sion device and take-up, the lever d, carrying
to unclamp the thread. It will be noticed that said gripping device and having a sliding
the armf is provided with a notch or recess fulcrum, the needle-bar-actuating rock-shaft
at its inner side to receive the end of the spin and connections between said levers, fulcrum
dle d' (see Figs. 3 and 4) when the presser-bar and rock-shaft to operate said thread-gripping 85

25 is down, the said notch or recess being of suf.
ficient depth to receive the end of the spindle
d and permit the Spring d" thereon to assume
control of the lever d.
If the lever d were rigid and its fulcrum
30 were upon a pin fixed in a non-yielding part
of the machine rather than on the sliding
spindled, the action of the roll e upon the
shoe d' at the upper end of the said lever
would force the lower end thereof in an un
35 yielding manner against the clamping disks
or plates, which would be objectionable, as
such pressure would be apt to crush the nee
dle-thread between the said disks or plates.
To obviate this difficulty the fulcrum of the
lever d has been placed upon a yielding or
spring - held spindle, d, thus enabling the
clamp to be self-adapting to the requirements
of the needle-thread.
A light Spring, g, has been interposed be
45 tween the lever d and the frame of the ma
chine, as shown in Fig. 3, the normal tend
ency of the said spring being to keep the
lower end of the lever close to, but so as not
to press against, the disks or plates so long as
the upper end of the said lever is not acted
upon by the roll e.
When the machine is started, the projection
7 (see dotted lines, Fig. 3,) on the hub of the
arm 3 of the rock-shaft B will strike the up
55 per end of and drive the armf down into the
position indicated in Figs. 3 and 4, and so
that it will release the spring-held spindled
and throw the clamping or gripping devices
into action.
In this present invention the take-up lever
D, constructed as shown, the clamp or grip

device, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
2. The needle-bar-actuating rock-shaft, the
thread-clamp, and the lever d, having its full
crum on a sliding spring-held spindle, d, com 90
bined with a roll or projection deriving its
movement from the said rock-shaft, longitudi
nal movement of the Said spindle obviating
crushing the thread when acted upon by the
clamping-disk, substantially as described. 95
3. The needle-bar - actuating rock - shaft,
thread-clamping disk or plate, and the lever
d, having its fulcrum on a sliding spring-held
spindle, combined with a roll or projection de
riving its movement from the said rock-shaft, IOO
and with an arm to act upon the Spring-held
spindle to move it in the direction to remove

the pressure of the clamping or gripping
mechanism from the needle-thread, substan
tially as described.
4. The spring - held spindle, the lever d,
mounted thereon, the thread clamping and
gripping device, the armf, having the notch
or recess, and the needle-bar-actuating rock
shaft, combined with the projection 7, made
movable there with to actuate the said arm
and permit the spring on the said spindle to

assume control of the said lever, substantially
as described.
In testimony whereof Ihave signed my name

to this specification in the presence of two sub
scribing witnesses.
GEORGE H. DIMOND.

Witnesses:

F. HURD,

A. R. LACEY.
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